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lettering was believed to be an art
before in the middle ages, and each
letter was a work of art in itself.
rufina, another fine elegant font,
looks both beautiful and
distinguished. its free from
distractions and perfectly aligned. its
that simple. there are no filler lines,
or weird, decorative letters.
furthermore, its not too soft or bright,
and it will look perfect in any layout.
the elegant script with its large x-
height will never go out of fashion.
those are the best 30 free elegant
fonts that can make your projects so
much more elegant. the next time
you decide to update your lettering,
consider those examples. see which
one you like, and make your
selection. youll be happy with the
outcome! many website designs look
strong, impressive, and unique. one
of the most common elegant
typefaces used by designers today is
times new roman. it is a highly
legible and versatile font that is ideal
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for the modern, online world, and
most of the modern layouts use it
these days. bahktin which means
foolish in turkish is a rounded sans-
serif that was originally created in
croatia. its a legible font, but not
especially legible. it also works well
in displaying text, but isnt
particularly appealing. a good print
font that is very readable, but not
one of your best digital font options.
managed by the open typography
project, the garamond group of fonts
is a digital collection of 40 different
fonts that have been carefully chosen
by a team of experts. with a carefully
curated font type, youll always have
the exact right choice for your
projects.
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inspired by french artist pierre simon
fidus, the fidus sans typeface is a
modern geometric slab serif with

strong contrast, done in blue and red.
it has been designed to be an ideal

font for web and print alike. futura is
a sans-serif typeface with a very
clean and modern look. futura is

perhaps a blend between serifs and
sanss. it has a classic look. futura
was originally designed by frank

warnock in 1926. its design evolved
during the decades that followed and
it was first released in the 1960s as
an official futura version by linotype.
the romantic or rond gothic typeface
has a nice modern look, but lacks the

nostalgic feel that typotheque is
famous for. its overall style is very

similar to its similar styles, helvetica
and arial, but to get the most out of
this font, you would have to work on
a combination of styles. a mix of the
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high contrast of helvetica with the
clean and legible of open sans, the

metro display is a typeface designed
specifically for display usage in apps.

to create a more legible font, the
designers have allowed the typeface

to be condensed, so youre able to
get more text on a screen. much like
the classic helvetica. the bodoni is a
well-known face, with its “letterforms

that radiate from the center of the
counter in delicate curves. each

letter is accentuated and refined,
which ensures a very striking

expression and a strong identity of
the typeface.” for a more modern

and legible font, consider sans serif.
considered the inventor of the

abstrak typeface, mark simonson
created a contemporary classic font

with an overall elegant look. the
typeface has a wide variety of styles

that will fit any kind of creative
project. 5ec8ef588b
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